
 

Driver Philips Picopix 2230

the picopix pip2455-21-g10s is a perfectly acceptable choice to get you going with the picopix pip series. the software
that is installed is for the pip series only. just select the pip2455-21-g10s from the list of available projects when you
run the install program. on selecting the project you will get a prompt that tells you this is not a licensed pip series.
you will then be asked for your serial number which is not in the box. this has to be done using the usb cable that
came with the projector. the source component on the picopix pip2455-21-g10s is a component video cable with a
picture connector, a composite video connector and a component video power connector. here is the check for the
installation. philips says the ppx2055 have a green light-emitting diode (led) and a blue led on the lamp casing. the
blue led flash to create a single white point colour, which then caries out to the full resolution of your screen. and if
you want to share something from your display with others, you can plug in the output hdmi cable which will make

the pc display appear on your tv or home cinema. according to philips, the ppx2055 is an etl approved hdmi
connector. the output hdmi cable is purely for switching the projector on and off. the hdmi output cable is built-in by
design and will not be of use to users of the netpics extension kit. dynamically scalable, the picopix pocket can be
programmed to automatically expand to fit various sized rooms, let you switch to other screen sizes, and save you

from having to go through the trouble of rooting your smartphone. this is accomplished with a couple of simple
operations on the projector itself.
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unfortunately, the picopix
ppx2055 is a long way from
actually being ready to be
used. for a start, it's really,
really tiny, so it's hard to

make sure you've got
everything plugged in

properly. also, although the
lens does incorporate a large
hot shoe, it is so small that
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the only way to mount a
printable is to secure it to a

piece of rigid material before
it even comes close to the

lens. the picopix ppx2055 is
also really loud; levels of 60
decibels average out around
50dba in use, which is a lot

louder than many other
projectors. it's also incredibly
cheap, at around 20 on ebay,
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which is a hard sell even when
it's a projector you can mount

in a similar way to a
smartphone. and while the

software we tested
successfully sent video from

this tiny projector, any
hardware issues are likely to

bring a picopix down. the
small resolution of the picopix

ppx2055 means that you'll
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have to scale up the video
being projected if you want to

make it fit on a television.
while this isn't exactly tricky,
it's time consuming and can
be expensive to have a video

created in a different
resolution, and it's relatively
easy to make mistakes if you

scale the wrong way.
furthermore, you'll still have
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to deal with the fact that a
large image won't fit neatly on

a screen, and that it often
lacks contrast, unlike a device

like the benq w10 that we
tested last year. another

major issue, that doesn't just
affect the picopix ppx2055, is
that if you do fit the picopix
ppx2055 on a screen, you
can't get the most from it.
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while it uses the same
resolution as most video
editing software, which

outputs video at 1080i, you'll
still be limited to 720p on the
picopix. a shame, really; you'd

think it would be as easy to
make videos for projection as

for editing. 5ec8ef588b
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